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the cover

him even more vigorous than
saw him on his eighty- ninth. I was accompa-

(April 21), and found

when

I

nied by Mr. Virchand Gandhi, the Jain scholar from

Bombay, who was much impressed by Dr. Martineau'sconversation on Oriental religious subjects. Not long
ago this eminent minister had to address a number of
Nonconformist ministers, many of them orthodox, and
his tact was as unfailing as ever, carrying with him
full sympathies of his audience.
His latest volume. The Seat of Authority in Religion, is generally
considered his ablest work, as it is also that most advanced in opinion many supposed it impossible that
an octogenarian cOuld have written any part of such a
book, and labelled the whole of it with his prefatory
remark, that some of it was early work. But now
there has appeared in the Nineteenth Century magazine
for the same month of April a review of Mr. Balfour's
ingenious plea for orthodoxy, just published, and Martineau's genius and learning have rarely been happier

the

:

than

in this

same

What

article.

is

there in intellec-

freedom which thus embalms so many of its children ? On April 20 Dr. W. H. Furness reached his
ninety-third year.
On February the second he journeyed from Philadelphia to New York, on the third he
preached a deeply interesting sermon in All Souls'
Church, reading his lessons without glasses, on the
fourth he made a happy speech at the Unitarian Club
banquet, on the fifth united two young people in wedlock (he had married the lady's parents in 1858), and,
after chatting pleasantly with the guests for an hour,
went off to Philadelphia though it was the coldest
spell of the winter, I hear that he is none the worse for
that visit. Furness and Martineau are brother-spirits,
and show how beautiful old age may be. To return,
Dr. Martineau is almost unique in the steady continuance of his intellectual vitality; he has suffered no arrest in any phase of his faith, has suffered no reaction,
and his latest productions have been the largest in their
tual

;

liberalism.

On

the occasion of this ninetieth birthda}', the

representatives of the Unitarian churches and institutions throughout the country presented
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Cents.
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Author and Publisher.

address, finely engrossed in an illuminated album.

CONWAY.

VISITED Dr. Martineau on his ninetieth birthday

I

of giving full credit to

One Dollar per

him with an

a silver plate,

is

On

engraved with the Marti-

neau crest, a Martin, with the motto, "Afarte nobilior
Pallas" (wisdom nobler than war).
In the address
they say
:

"We

now recall, not so much the great works with
which you have enriched the literature of philosophy
and religion during the past ten years, nor the collection of the rich fruits of earlier

interest

toil,

which you have manifested

as the untiring

in

the principles

and the welfare of our churches, in the education of
the young, in the training of the ministry, in the progress of religious thought, and the

advancement of
But we cannot fail to rejoice also, that your
words have brought guidance and strength to many
hearts in many lands, and we treasure the knowledge

learning.

that differences in the interpretation of Christianity

have not prevented the members of divers communions from profiting by your teaching and feeling the
power of your spirit."
To this, and some addresses that were made. Dr.
Martineau replied in his touching and gracious waj',
barely alluding to the altered tone of feeling towards

him since the

earlier

days

Place Society requested

of his ministry.

me

to

convey

The South

to Dr. Marti-

neau "their grateful remembrance of his long and
faithful services to truth and knowledge. They recognise the honor of a career which has carried the best
traditions of English scholarship to the maintenance
of a higher standard of intellectual honesty; and they
rejoice that Dr. Martineau has lived to see, did his
characteristic

nered, or
fields his

humility permit, noble harvests gar-

ripening, from seeds sown by him in
youth found overgrown with superstition and
still

intolerance."

Among the fields so overgrown in Martineau's
youth was Unitarianism itself. The prosecution of
Richard Carlile in 1817, for selling the works of Paine
(a more orthodox man than Martineau), was conducted by a Unitarian. This went on till Carlile, and
Jane Carlile, and Mrs. Wright, saleswoman in the
book-shop, and even the store-boy, were all shut up
in gaol for years.
So far as I can learn, Mr. Fox, of
the Society

now known as "South Place," was the
who denounced these persecutions.

only Unitarian
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South Place has for sixty years been outside the Unitarian and every other organisation, and it has seen
Martineau steadily taking up a like position, so far as
the denominational character is concerned. I remember witnessing a scene of moral sublimity on an occasion when the Unitarian Association was induced by
his solitary but irresistible pleading to renounce a substantial pecuniary bequest on the sole ground, if I

considered "essential" by the majority.

doctrines

The vaunted freedom from creeds

tion was contrary and perilous to their principles of
freedom and progress. Even in the last generation,
when his unsectarian attitude was less pronounced
than in later years, his utterances were steadily in the

of Unitarianism has
been something like the boasted absence of State relian absence which leaves
gion in the United States,
us fettered by the Sabbath, taxed for an army of explicitly unconstitutional chaplains, and taxed to support all churches because church propert)' is not taxed.
Indeed, the absence of an authoritative Unitarian creed
seems to have been once felt by many Unitarians as
an incentive to secure conformity by tongue-lynching,
of course I refer to their narrow wing, now very
small
there was always a magnanimous Left, and
under Martineau's leadership it has long been the

direction of a religious unity on the purely spiritual

Right.

recollect aright, that their

basis,

endowment

as a corpora-

— or what then appeared to him as such.

find space for

one

of his

I

must

eloquent utterances on that

theme, which was novel enough at the time
"The refusal to embody our sentiments in any
authoritative formula appears to strike observers as a
:

whimsical exception to the general practice of churches.
The peculiarity has had its origin in hereditary and
but it has its defence in the
historical associations
noblest principles of religious freedom and Christian
;

At present it must suffice to say that
our societies are dedicated, not to theological opinions, but to religious worship ; that they have main-

communion.

tained the unity of the spirit without insisting on any
that Christian liberty, love and
unity of doctrine
;

piety are their essentials in perpetuity, but their Unitarianism an accident of a few or many generations,

which has

arisen,

and ought

loss of tneir identity.

We

to vanish,

without the

believe in the mutability

of religious systems, but the imperishable character of

the religious affections ; in the progressiveness of
opinion within as well as without the limits of ChrisOur forefathers cherished the same convictianity.

and so, not having been born intellectual bondsmen, we desire to leave our successors free. Con-

tion

;

—

—

:

What Martineau has himself had to endure will
probably never be made known.
He is a man who
would desire to bury such things in oblivion. No
reader of experience can fail to recognise the pathetic
"

If

you want

trusive supply
tell

creeds,

the binding force, not of ecclesiastical

but of spiritual wants and

Christian

sym-

pathies; and indulge the vision of a church that 'in
the latter days shall arise' like 'the mountain of the

Lord,' bearing on its ascent the blossoms of thought
proper to every intellectual clime, and withal massively rooted in the deep places of our humanity, and
gladly rising to meet the sunshine from on high."

be observed that Martineau speaks of "our
yet by
not of any general organisation
labelling them all " Christian " he did give them all a
common creed, and some sanction for an organisation
It will

societies,"

sufficiently strong to persecute all

;

who

did not hold

in

your sorrow,

Who

can

keep aloof and leave you alone. All men that
God a fresh, deep nature, all in whom religious wants live with eager power, and who are yet
too clear of soul to unthink a thought and falsify a
truth, receive in these days no help and no response."
"Those on whom heaven lays the burthen of duty, no
power on earth may strip of rights." "If being orthodox you die at the stake, you are a martyr if being
why, then, you are a man burnt." And I
a heretic
will here add an extract from a private letter written
by Martineau to myself, in i860, in answer to a letter
of mine, written soon after the annual meeting of the
Unitarian alumni of Harvard College had refused to
pass a resolution I had proposed, extending our sympathy to Theodore Parker then dying in Italy. Marbring from

;

—

—

to see that

— by

you ask

there be a heaven at all? every soul

will

communion with heaven without it. We aim to
make a true Christendom a commonwealth of the
faithful

if

:

me whether

tineau wrote

—

to find the true

scores of rival professors press round you with ob-

vinced that uniformity of doctrine can never prevail,
we seek to attain its only good peace on earth and

—
—

some utterances of his earlier years.
magic pass into heaven,

significance of

me
men

:

"Some

painful experience has taught

and
and devoutest
age have been and are among the excom-

to estimate these things at their right value,

of this

municate.

some

of the purest, noblest,

What

nobler, practical

life

— nay,

in spite

what nobler inner religion has
our time seen than Theodore Parker's? Dissenting
from his Christology, and opposing it, nay, strongly
feeling the defects of his philosophy, I deeply honored
and loved him, and from the first recognised in him
one of God's true prophets of righteousness. But
there never was, and never will be, a Stephen whom
the Chief Priests and the Sanhedrim at large do not
cast out and stone."

of all extravagances,

Dr. Martineau once made a practical effort to found
an inclusive church, which should embrace those in
all other churches who held the ethical element of re-

'
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ligion and the spiritual culture as more important than
dogmatic or sectarian partitions. We all met in a
public hall, and listened to a most beautiful prophecy

him

b}"

of the higher unity.

soon came to nothing.

It

Dr. Martineau, with characteristic humility, supposed

who attended his church, some of
them eminent, came there from purely spiritual motives, and to worship God
they came there to listen
to the prose poem that every week came from his lips.
that the persons

:

When
God
to

people have ceased to attend churcli to please

or to save their

souls, they

go for instruction or

be charmed by some particular preacher.

The

elo-

quent Martineau could only have founded his inclusive
church by preaching to it ever}' Sunday, and then it

would only have been

He

a duplicate of his existing chapel.

was, indeed, the greatest preacher

From

first

I

ever heard.

he was like some inspired master

to last

musician, in whose instrument were strung the chords

from which he evoked harmonies which entranced each individual spirit by turnI reing into melody all its life and its experiences.
member once meeting Sir Charles Lyall, as we were
leaving the door of Martineau's church, and he said,
" I cannot understand how it is that people can go to
all these churches around us, and spend their time
of every heart before him,

listening to ignorant preachers,

such truth and beauty

when such thought,

Think, too,
grand temples, and of this dark little chapel
where such a man is hidden away." Now that the
ministry has ceased, and the world is paj'ing homage
to the man whom great universities have honored,
how man}- people have to reflect that though they have
grown up near by the place of his long ministry, they
never heard or even saw him
at their doors.

is

of their

mon moral approval of careful research and unreserved
speech on all subjects affecting either theoretic or historical religion. The attempt to find infallible records
in canonical books, and permanent standards of truth
in ecclesiastical votes, has so hopelessly failed, that
honest persistence in it has become impossible to instructed persons
and therefore, in all competent
guides and teachers of men, a continued sanction and
profession of it is not simply an intellectual error, but
a breach of veracity.
And this tampering with sii^cerit}- on the part of instructors who know better than
they choose to say, not only arrests the advance to
higher truth, but eats, like a canker, into the morals
of our time.
The sophistries of unfaithful minds are
as strange as they are deplorable. Whoever smothers
an 'honest doubt' creates the Sin, while missing the
:

received

and forwarded to us the subjoined response of Dr.
Martineau to the address of the South Place Society

:

"35 GoRnoN Square,
"London, W. C, May 5, 1S95.
To the

Si'i/f/i

reconstructive thought and faith which can alone endure.

"

I

can never cease

— You

will

not interpret,

I

any sign of tardy
their truly generous
ninetieth year.
So

sure, the late date of this letter as

gratitude to your congregation for

greeting on the completion of

my

profuse has been the shower of birthday addresses

from the

many

has connected

our

common

and

trust

ti/e

conscience, to 'hold fast our integrity,

and tlie good as alone
"Believe me, always,

true

me

"Yours very sincerely,
"James Martineau."

DEUTERONOMY.
BY PROF.
in the

Shaphan the

C. H.

CORNILL.

eighteenth year of Josiah, 621 B.

C,

scribe paid an official visit to the temple

of Jerusalem, the priest

Hilkiah handed

to

him

a

book

laws which had been found there. Shaphan took the
book and immediately brought it to the King, before
of

whom

he read

it.

the book

must have been stupendous.
and sent at once a deputation
etess, who was the wife of one
evidentl}- held in

work.

the

King

rent his garments,

to

Huldah, the prophand

of his privy officers

high esteem.

favor of the book, and the King
to

made on

He

Huldah declared

now went

The entire people were convened

in

energetically
in

the temple

I

prevent their overflow into out-

themselves to acknowledge this book as the fundamen-

that, with

to

Di','ine.

Jerusalem, and the King entered with them into a
covenant. Both parties mutually and solemnly pledged

public bodies with which a long

have been unable

be grateful to fellow-' seek-

of

The impression which

:

am

to

whose heart

is set on following the lead
His realities, and not the bent of their own wishes
and prepossessions. And far above all doctrinal sympathies, orthodox or freethinking, do I prize the encouragement which your message presses home upon

ers after God,'

Place, Fitisbury, Congregation

and Minister
"Dear Mr. Conway:

the conventional

outcry against 'destructive criticism' intercepts the

W^HEN,

Conway has

And

preluding Good, of unbelief.

!

Since the above was sent Mr.

4521

my

life

utmost diligence,

at

law of the kingdom, and to follow its commands.
the basis of it, a thorough reorganisation was
effected and the celebrated reform of worship carried

lying reaches of time.

tal

" So cordial a recognition of my life-work as you
have been commissioned to send me is the more valued
for being based, as 1 am well aware, not on any party-

Upon

sympathy with the cast

of

my

opinions, but on a com-

which we read
The events of the

out, of

in the

Book

of Kings.

year 621 at Jerusalem were ap-

THE OPEN COURT.
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But

parently of no great importance.

their conse-

quences have been simply immeasurable. By them
Israel, nay, the whole world, has been directed into
new courses. We are to-day still under the influence
of beliefs which were then promulgated for the first
time, under the swaj' of forces which then first came
Therefore, we must go into this matter more
into life.
minutely, for the entire later development of prophecy
is quite unintelligible unless we have a clear conception of

it.

Our

first

question must be

:

What

is

this

book

of

laws of Josiah, which was discovered in the year 621 ?
The youthful De Wette, in his thesis for a professorship at Jena in the year 1805, clearly proved that this

book

laws was essentially the

book

Moses,
known as Deuteronomy. The book is clearly and distinctly marked off from the rest of the Pentateuch and
its legislation, whilst the reforms of worship introof

fifth

of

duced by Josiah correspond exactly to what it called
The proofs adduced by De Wette have been generally accepted, and his view has become a common
possession of Old Testament research, having afforded
for.

us our

first

purchase, so to speak, for the understand-

thoroughly prophetic.

It

of

Deuteronomy are

seeks to realise the hoped

promised by the prophets.
for Kingdom of God
become
Israel is to
a holy people, governed by the will
holiness
and this
is to be manifested through
of God
worship and justice, so that man shall serve God
righteously and judge his fellow-men uprightly.
The
the
more
important
with
Deuteronomy
first point is
its chief attention is devoted to the cultus, and here it
broke away, in all fundamental points, from the ideas
of ancient Israel and turned the development of things
as

;

;

into entirely

new

between God and the world.

of religion

is

the relation

Ancient Israel had seen

both in one all things worldly appeared to it divine
in everything appertaining to the world it found the
;

;

expressions and revelations of God.

The

entire na-

was governed and ruled by religion in all
places and all things God was to his people a living
and real presence. The result of this naturally was
the secularisation of God, which the prophets felt to
tional life

;

be an exceedingly grave danger.

The

right solution of

the problem would have been that given by Jesus,

who

openly recognised the divinisation of the world as the
rightful task of religion
to fill and sanctify the world

—

with the

spirit of

God, and thus

a field for God's work, a
ple of the

Holy

Spirit.

to

Kingdom

make
of

it

a place and

God, and

a tem-

Deuteronomy pursues a differthe bond between God and the

ent course;

it

world, tears

them asunder, and ends by depriving the

dissolves

world entirely of

its

divinity.

On

on the other, a

;

tention of Deuteronomy.

At

sciously carries out this view

the one hand, a world

God

without a world.

wherever

least,

it

is

it

con-

justified, especially

when

it requires that God shall not be worshipped
through symbols or images, and that every figurative
representation of the Godhead, or its simulation by
certain venerated forms of nature, must be destroyed
root and branch.
We have here merely the outcome
of the prophetic apprehension that God is a spirit, and
therefore must be worshipped as a spirit.
But Deuteronomy makes additional requirements. Obviously
in consequence of the dogma of Isaiah respecting the

Mount Zion as the dwellingDeuteronomy insists that God

central importance of

place of

God on

earth,

can only be worshipped

at

Jerusalem

acts of adoration be permitted,

and places

ries

of

;

and

worship outside

of

only there should
all

other sanctua-

Jerusalem should

be destroyed.

The

idea that the centralisation of worship in a

single place rendered

it

and en-

easier of supervision

sured the preservation of

its

uted to the adoption of this

purity maj' have contriblast

measure
local

;

and

it

must

sanctuaries in

smaller towns were really breeding-places of flagrant

But the consequences of the measure were
It was virtually tantamount to a
suppression of religion in the whole countrj' outside of
abuses.

simply incalculable.
Jerusalem.

Up

to this time, ever}'

town and village had had

its

God was an easy matter for
When his heart moved him either to

sanctuary, and access to

every

Israelite.

give expression to his thanks, or to seek consolation in
his sorrow, he

had only

Every

question of law was laid before

that

courses.

The fundamental problem

God

Nevertheless, this last was more the result than the in-

certainly be admitted that the

ing of the religious history of Israel.

The conceptions and aims

without a

difficult

is,

argued

solemn oath

to

go to his place of worship.

God

;

in the sanctuary and decided by a

of purification.

And

to

one and

sanctuaries granted the right of refuge.

all

these

Here was the

and he could only be
removed from the sanctuary and delivered up provided
he were a convicted felon.
Moreover, in the old days
of Israel all these sanctuaries were oracles, where at
any time men could ask advice or aid in difficult or
dangerous matters. And many things which have for
us a purely secular character, were to the ancient Israelites acts of divine service.
Every animal slaughtered was a sacrifice
every indulgence in meat, a
fugitive safe from his pursuer,

;

sacrificial feast.

Deuteronon
his daily life without God, and thus accustomed himself to consider life as something apart from religion,
and in no wise connected with God. Religion was reduced to the three great feasts, which Deuteronomy
likewise fundamentally reconstituted.
All this ceased with the legislation of

omy.

The

Israelite

was now compelled

to carry

THE OPEN COURT.
In ancient Israel the three great feasts were thanks-

At the feast of the unleavened bread
the first fruits of the fields, of the barley harvest, were
The Feast of Weeks, or Penteoffered up to God.
giving festivals.

cost,

when the wheat was
Tabernacles was the autumn

was the regular harvest

garnered, and the Feast of

feast,

cultus becomes more and more an institution for the
propitiation of sins, and the priest, the intermediator
who negotiates the forgiveness.
Still

—

man

the

gious

of the ingathering of the wine and
This natural foundation of the three great
festivals, which brought them into organic relation
with each individual and his personal life, and in fact

formed

for

him the

real crises of his life,

was now de-

stroyed, and an ecclesiastical or ecclesiastico-historical

The feast of unleavened
remembrance of the flight out of
Weeks later in remembrance of the

basis given to them.

bread took place in
Egypt the Feast of
;

giving of the law on Sinai, the Feast of Tabernacles in

remembrance

of the journe)'

Israel dwelt in tents.

spontaneously between

A

through the desert, when

difference thus

hoi}'

was created

events and secular events,

Routine everyday life was
was made into an institution,
ordinance, work, and achievement apart b}- itself.
A further outcome of Deuteronomy was, that a distinct and rigorously exclusive priesthood now appears
as the sole lawful ministers and stewards of the cultus,
and it was enacted that all its members should be de-

week days and

festivals.

secularised, while religion

scended from the tribe of Levy.

In olden times the

father of the family offered up the sacrifices for himself

and household

;

he was the priest of his house.

To

another consequence flowed from the ideas of

Deuteronomy the opposition of Church and
This also Deuteronomy created.
If the whole

festival, the feast
fruit.

4523

life

has

life is

something profane, and the

in itself

restricted to a definite caste,

sation in the public and national

was

priest of the people

life

;

all

;

through religion, and when men fought for home and
country, they fought for God "the fight of God." But
now all that was changed. The State as such had
nothing more to do with the religious life, and we even

Deuteronomy of that development which subsequently set the Church over the State
and regarded the latter merely as the handmaid of the
former.
Civil State life became a matter of ecclesiastical cult.
This, in a sense, was providential. By the
see the beginnings in

separation of religion from the State, the religion of
Israel

was enabled

to survive the destruction of the

Jewish State which followed thirty-five 3'ears later.
But its ultimate consequences were direful beyond
measure.

Nor was

this all that

Deuteronomy

tuted for the living revelation of

first

reli-

He who

In this

also radically transformed

In ancient Israel the priest

was

pri-

marily the minister of the divine oracle, the interpreter

and expositor

of the

Divine Will.

away with oracular predictions

Deuteronomy did

as heathenish,

and con-

verted the priest into a sacrificer and expounder of the
law.

The

at the

character of the sacrifice also was completely

The

altered.

Israelite

now

how

is

and he alone.

indubitable deepening of the

followed by a fixed externalism, and

the prophetic assumptions led to thoroughly un-

prophetic conclusions.

Deuteronomy

naturall}'

brought

those ideas.

In

in

its

is an attempt
by external means. This

train

the externalisation of

Deuteronomy prophecy gained

cided victory over the national religion, but
largel)' a P3'rrhic victor}'.

of priesthood.

It is

makes provision

who might

a deit

was

Prophec}' abdicated in favor

worth}' of note that

for the event of

a

Deuteronomy

prophet appearing

teach doctrines not written in this holy

book, of which the priests are the natural guardians

when he was com-

and interpreters. As in earlier times the monarchy
and prophecy were the two dominant powers, so now
priesthood and the law ruled supreme.
But Deuteronomy was productive of still other results.
The opposition of secular and sacred, of laity
and clergy, of State and Church, the conception of a
hoi}' writ and of a divine inspiration, can be traced back
in its last roots to the Deuteronomy of the year 621,
together with the whole history of revealed religion

He

could hardly be ex-

undertake a journey to Jerusalem merely for
making a thanksgiving offering. There
was, however, a species of sacrifice which allowed of
Here,
the sacrifice of sin and atonement.
no delay,
to

the sake of

—

man's broken relations with God, no time
Accordingly, the sin and atonement
the whole
offerings now assume increasing dominance
in restoring

could be

religious spirit

how an

followed what was writ-

only offered up sacrifices

three great yearly' festivals,

pelled to be in Jerusalem.

pected

thus,

to realise the prophetic ideas

way Deuteronomy

the priesthood.

We see,

substi-

human

For the

religious,

ten in this

made

It

in the

the foundation of religion,

book was

time a book was

did.

God

gion a statute, a law.

possess this pre-

the chief high

State acts were sanctified

Every house was still a temple of
stricted to them.
God, and every head of a family a priest of the Most
Deuterononi}' did away with all this, and so
High.
first created the distinction between clergy and laity.
Man, as such, has nothing to do directly with God,

men

reli-

so to

is,

love of country

The king was

a religious tluty.

heart and in histor}', the dead letter.

rogative and right.

man

speak, torn into two halves, each of which lives its
own life. In ancient Israel man saw a divine dispen-

be sure, larger sanctuaries and professional priests
were already in existence, but the people were not re-

but only a privileged class of

State.
of hu-

lost.

;
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down

Judaism

to the present time, including not only

but Christianit}' and Islam,

who have simply borrowed

which

this book,

perhaps the most

is

sig-

and most momentous that was ever written,
was composed, we do not know. It represents a compromise between prophecy and priesthood, and might
therefore have been compiled by the priests of Jerusalem, as indeed it was a priest who delivered it to the
king, and the priests who derived all the benefits from
nificant

it.

It

may be regarded

character.

far-reaching

of

In

sociology,

questions; and each advance seems, paradoxically, to

these ideas from Judaism.

By whom

problems

science, philosophy, religion, there are questions and

as pretty certain that

it

took

its

new and more complex issues. And
we have a numerous class

raise

so in

these departments

all

of writ-

and apologists, who, with unmistakable disap-

ers

pointment, find themselves called upon to abjure the
reason.
The two most recent much-talked-of works
that betray great travail of thought, namely, Kidd's

and Balfour's Foundations of Belief,
and both writers give up the rea-

Social Evolution

are such apologies,

origin in this period.

son and array themselves in the supra-rationalistic

Josiah regarded the demands of this book with revare not told whether his reforms were
erent awe.

camp.

opposed by the people, although he carried them out

they

We

The

with great severity and harshness.

final estab-

lishment of regularity must have been looked upon as

more so as Deuteronomy

a blessing, and the

on

ticular stress

main
a

civil

also stability

man who by

lays par-

justice, establishing in this do-

Moreover, Josiah was

and order.

was

his personal qualities

to

win

for

it

are exponents of the availability of reason

all

sions.

They

the universe

believe, that the mysteries of life

still

and

lend themselves to the ratiocinative

processes of the mind.

Now

this recurring tone of despair is

thoroughly

unworthy those who would constitute themselves leadthis offhand

and

The reason

is

self-sufficient

not to be discredited in

manner.

It is still

man's

mark of
The capa-

highest faculty and the true distinguishing

THE PREVAILING DESPAIR OF THE REASON.
L,

it-

not fully satisfactory, conclu-

if

are themselves proof, as their authors

would have us

ers of thought.

able partisans.

BY CHARLES

high,

self to arrive at

fitted to ren-

der acceptable the oppressive features of the work, and

But these works belong to a long and growing
same sort; and, strange as it may appear,

of the

list

unique position as lord of this world.
reason have not been exhausted, nor

his

WOOD.

bilities of the

in-

Just now we seem to be having a recrudescence
The old religious systems have
of supernaturalism.
temporarily come back into favor as offering some

deed can they ever
men have cried out

On
refuge from the intellectual excesses of the time.
occasions of mental trouble and vexation, men are

every succeeding stage of progress has proved the

sympathy and are quite
waive points which at other times they are

mind and

willing to

not fixed for

mind

resolutely attacks

urged on

to

still

problem

it

The

problem and is
with each crowning

after

greater efforts

But the time inevitably comes when for that
mind there must be a halt the joyous leap
of the idea from the assembled elements no longer
The mind struggles, but in vain, and ends
follows.
itself mastered. Some higher tribuacknowledging
by
and to that and not to the discredbe,
must
there
nal
And so the
ited reason must be the ultimate appeal.
once strong rationalistic mind transfers its allegiance
to the faith that asks no questions, and affects, for a
success.

—

particular

time, to rest satisfied there.

Every epoch has

its

note of despair, usually very

dolefully sounded by those that think they have reached

the confines of

human apprehension but those epochs
many and vexatious
;

especially which are troubled with

problems are most prone
lectual despair.

to take

up the dirge

The present time

is

of intel-

notable for

its

is

nothing more

There

falsity of the declaration.

individual

reaches a certain stage, to despair of the reason.

There

:

exercise of the reason will but confuse

grateful for any shelter and

scrupulous in regarding as fixed convictions.
It is characteristic of the human mind, when

In every stage of the past,

be.

in

is

;

further

itself

a limit to

— and
every

every stage, but that limit

is

and who is quite sure the limit
in a given case has ever been reached?
The reason is still the most powerful and effective
instrument man possesses and sufficient, despite all
all

time

;

;

said to the contrary,

to

guide his

life

paths, and, with patience and trust in
to

solve

all

hindering

it,

the right

in

able in time

Problems themand the
a new problem marks

difficulties.

selves are a proof of the triumph of reason

;

advent of the consciousness of
The
an advance in man's intellectual attainments.
reason at present labors under a certain disadvantage

due

to excess of material,

which the

scientific obser-

vations and analytical researches of the age have ac-

cumulated on every side. These countless facts and
phenomena must be sorted, arranged and generalised,
and then grouped under their appropriate symbols,
before they can be well utilised as elements contributing to higher thought. Meanwhile we should be grateful for what has been done in that widespread emancipation of the intellect from superstition and error,
which has been the crowning work of the reason durAnd again and finally, we should
ing this century.

THE OPEN COURT.
be alive to the work

now going on

in every field,
preliminary task that reason
has set herself in the noble purpose to work out for

which, in

man

effect, is the

a true

and practical salvation.

;

air rings

with controversy.

"In China, Buddhism makes

of

Tlu-

Tibttan,

a

num-

Buddhism

one of the distinguishing features
of the close of this century. From the signs of activity everywhere
present among the followers of the great Indian Teacher in many
Oriental countries, and indeed to some extent, in the West, it is
difficult to agree with Mr. W. S. Lilie's statement that Buddhism
is a moribund faith.'
Whatever may have been its temporary
signs of decadence in the past, present evidences go to show that
revival of

Jeroboam, of the

It is

physics, but know as much about Christianity as you and I do.
Where do you think we shall find one of the completest libraries

—

of Christian evidences in
:

"A

priests, like

not so in Japan. Among the priesthood,
there, you will find men of the highest families and the deepest
erudition, who are not only versed in Eastern and Western meta-

Christian missionary journal, says in his April

ber

would have rejoiced the heart of the great King Asoka. BeBuddhism was asleep now it is very much awake, and the

that
fore,

lowest of the people.

A REVIVAL OF BUDDHISM.
Charles T. Paul, the editor
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is

Japan a library containing all the standard controversial works, from our old friend Archdeacon Paley

down to 'Lux Mundi, and the latest volume of the fervent Farrar ?
In some theological training school under missionary superintendence ? No but in the great Temple of Reformed Buddhism at
Kyoto. All these are healthy signs. The Buddhists are fighting
'

;

'

it is

rejuvenescent.

ring the rank

and

In a word, a great missionary revival

file

is stir-

for their faith and for their lives
they do not regard Christianity
with indifference, but attack it with honesty and boldness they
are foemen worthy of our steel, and every inroad that is made
upon their ranks is a very hard-won victory."
;

;

of Buddhists, not only in India, but in Siam,

Japan, Ceylon, China, and other countries.
"

We have already referred to the Maha-Bodhi Society,

NOTES.

formed

Grand Lama of Tibet. The
make known unto all nations
Buddha, Sakya Muni, and to rescue

Friends of Mr. Gandhi

under the direct patronage of the

avowed objects
'

of the Society are to

the sublime teachings of the

and restore the sight of the holy tree
Buddha attained supreme wisdom.'

at

Buddha-gaya, where the

" 'At this thrice sacred spot,' the journal of the M. B. Society
it is proposed to re-establish a monastery for the resi-

announces,

'

dence of Bikkhus (monks) of Tibet, Ceylon, China, Japan, Burmah, Siam, Cambodia, Chittagong, Nepal, Corea, and Arakan to
found a college for training young men of unblemished character,
of whatsoever race and country, for carrying abroad the message
of peace and brotherly love promulgated by the divine Teacher
twenty-four centuries ago. Buddhists of all countries are exhorted
to unite in the work.
It is declared also that
the time is ripe to
;

'

'

sow the seed of Buddha's teachings on Indian and American soils,
and an appeal is made for young men to give themselves up to this

The headquarters of the Society are in Calcutta, and it
among its honorary and corresponding members the names
of many eminent scholars, European as well as Asiatic.
Among
the former may be mentioned Sir Edwin Arnold, Professor Rhys
mission.

counts

Christ can afford at this time of day, to be ignorant of the docinstitutions and the operations of a religion which is
be the gentle rival of Christianity. In the May number
of The Tibetan will begin a series of articles on the Life and Teachtrines, the

coming

to

ings of the

Buddha.

c. T.

p."

In a similar spirit Mr. F. H. Balfour spoke of the

powerful revival of Buddhism in Japan.
He said in a
lecture given before the Japan Society in London according to the London and China Express (quoted in
the Journal of the i\Iaha-Bcdln Society, III, No. Sj

:

"If the introduction of Christianity into Japan has done nothing else, it has done this
it has given an impetus to Buddhism

—

to

hear good news about
:

by a telegram to his steamer straight to my house, where he now
is, and will remain until the middle of next week.
He gave a
deeply interesting exposition of Jain religion at South Place
Chapel last Sunday (.A.pril 21) and in the same evening at an ethi-

Camberwell. Last evening he was a speaker at the
Liberal Social Union, in a discussion on the influence of the Jew
on religious thought. He has made the acquaintance of Mr. Ben-

cal society in

and other Sanskrit scholars of the British Museum, and has
to make a more accurate arrangement of their
Jain manuscripts and relics.
Every one is much pleased with
him. He has gone to-day on a visit to Max Miiller (at his daughter's house in Kent), and is to read a paper before the Royal Asiball

been assisting them

May 7. He
Weber and

atic Society,

will

Hungary, and

sail for

then

visit

the

Museum

other Sanskritists in

in Paris, visit

India towards the close

of Religions

Germany and in
of May.
Mean-

while he has several receptions and a Hindu banquet on hand,
and his too brief sojourn in London will be well occupied."

Among

"The

and Ceylon, has created an almost unparalleled religious enthusiasm among his people. As a result of his recent labors in Ceylon,
a pilgrimage of Buddhist ladies started out for the sacred shrine at
Buddha-gaya, the first time in several centuries that such a thing
has been known to occur.
" Buddhism is alive, and demands more than ever the attention of Christian missionaries.
No messenger of the Gospel of

be glad

Moncure D Conway writes from London as follows
" Mr. Gandhi arrived in London on the i8th and was drawn

his journey.

Davids, and Col. Olcott.

General Secretary is Mr. H. Dharmapala, the talented
Cingalese Buddhist, who represented his co-religionists at the Chicago Parliament of Religions, and who, since his return to India

will

tific

the recent noteworthy donations to the cause of scienis that of M. Ernest Solvay, who, after having pre-

research

viously founded for the University of Brussels an institute of physiology, subsequently donated two

hundred thousand francs for the
erection and equipment of a special institute devoted to the investigation of electro-biological phenomena.
have before us the

We

long address which

M. Solvay

delivered in December, 1893, on the
occasion of the dedication of the electro-biological institute bear-

ing his name, wherein he has laid

down

his views of

search should be conducted and what are

phenomena

its

objects.

how

this re-

He

thinks

and ought to be explained by the
action of physical forces alone and that among them electricity
plays a predominant role." No doubt the institute will yield good
fruits. The restriction of its aim, however, seems to us calculated
that

'

'

the

of life can

to impair its usefulness.
The condition implied in the abovequoted sentence of the founder is one which research should end,
not start, with. (Brussels F. Hayez, 112 Rue de Louvain, 1S94.)
:

The Rev. Dr. Kaye,

a Congregational minister of EdgerWisconsin, will contribute a series of articles to the Freethought Magazine, edited by H. L. Green, Chicago, Illinois, on
Col. Robert G. IngersoU's lecture, "About the Holy Bible," and
ton,

Dr. Felix L. Oswald will reply.
a lively one.

The controversy promises

to

be

"

.o"
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BOOK NOTICES.
Back to the Old Testament for the Message of the New.
An Effort to Connect More Closely the Testaments, to
Which Is Added a Series of Papers on Various Old Testament Books and Subjects. By Anson Barrie Curtis, B.D.,
Boston

Ph. D.

:

Universalist Publishing House.

1894.

Pages, 325.

We

the work of Dr. Curtis an eminently fair exposisignificance of modern Biblical study, both
and
state
the
of
tion
as a scientific discipline and as an agency in the solution of the
crying religious problems of the day. The author's views, though

have

would only have expected from a scientific
did he omit to study thoroughly the pracHis results he eratical mechanism of dramatic representation.
bodied in a work called The Technique of the Drama, An Exposition of Dramatic Composition and Art, which takes high rank as a
literary as well as a scientific study, and we are glad to notice now
the appearance of this book in an English translation by Elias J.
of his art, such as one

in

are wisely conservative and never lose out of sight the
fact that the higher criticism is not an end in itself, but a means
He exto help us to purer and nobler views of religious life.

critical,

pressly maintains that the results of the new research can only
"The disconfirm and not destroy the essence of true religion.

critic.

MacEwan

(Chicago: Griggs

But

scholars].

same time our effort is not to esshow in some detail how the Christian

at the

tablish those results, but to
religion has gained in authority, in attractiveness,

by an appeal

ality

The title
things we can

to the

of the

New

and

in spiritu-

Bible."

book means that

in religion as in all other

problems only by going
must go back to the Old Testament " for its own sake," as a religious and literary masterpiece
ranking among the first books of the world we must gg back to
the Old Testament "for the doctrine of inspiration," which the
author understands in a broad and purified sense; we must go
'
back to the Old Testament " f or a valid proof of God's existence,
" for a new conception of the Messiah," "for the way of salvation," "for the suffering Christ," and also for corrections, supplefind the solution of present

back to their roots in the past.

We

;

New

Testament, which,
viewed in the light of the Old, receives an extended and higher
Other Biblical problems are also well disspiritual significance.
mentations, and counterpoises

cussed in the book.

The

to

the

following quotation

v;ill

which the author holds on Biblical matters
the Church should move slowly and
with caution in these matters. But to the truly religious man, to
the man of faith, there is little to cause alarm in these newer
:

It is certainly true that

books.

If

ours

is

an age of unbelief,

it

is

this unbelief that

;

—

ter of

Leonato.

Among

the

numerous announcements

lowing are likely to prove of interest

to

of

Macmillan the

our readers,

(i)

fol-

A new

Saga translations to be issued under the title of the
" Northern Library," the first of which will be a rendering by the

series of

Rev. John Sephton of the Saga of King Olaf Tryggwason. (2) A
edition of the philosophical poet, Wordsworth, edited by

new

Professor Knight of St. Andrews, to occupy sixteen volumes of
the " Eversley Series " and to contain not only the poems, but the

prose works and also the letters both of the poet and his sister-

A new " Novelists' Library," the first number of which is Mrs.
Humphry Ward's Marcella, to be published monthly, in paper

(3)

covers,

and costing only

Other novels by F. Marion

fifty cents.

Crawford, Rudyard Kipling, W, Clark Russell, the Hon. Emily
Lawless, Mrs. Clifford, and Mrs. F. A. Steel to follow. (4) The
Principles of Sociology,

Bryn Mawr College and

by Franklin H. Giddings, formerly
at present professor of sociology in

o.

Co-

Professor Giddings's work, which will treat exclusively

lumbia.

of sociological topics, will be issued in the early

autumn.
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;

E. C.

HEGELER,

not to take the Gospel away from the people, but to
bring it to them in all its primitive purity and power."
In the three last chapters of the book, " Leisurely Rambles

an

the whole, the interest

has

caused destructive Biblical criticism the higher criticism has not
caused it. For the modern movement in Bible study is at bottom
sincere, profoundly in earnest, profoundly moral, and filled with
an intense desire to reach the very heart of our modern life. It
is

Upon

Co.).

characterise the

position,

"

&

and value of Freytag's work are reproduced, although such misSpeaking of
takes as the following excite a reviewer's suspicion.
Shakespeare's parallel use of comic and tragic action, this sen"As when the constables must
tence occurs as giving an example
help to prevent the sad fate threatening the hero " (p. 46).
Freytag's reference here is plainly to the famous scene in Much Ado
About .Vothing, where the foolish constables unearth the plot
against the honor of Hero the name of the heroine, and daugh-

cussion presupposes throughout the general correctness of the
views of Driver, Cheyne, Briggs, Robertson, Smith, and [the

German

Nor

scholar or

Office

DR.

Publisher.

Drawer

F.

PAUL CARUS,

Editor

effort,

Old Testament With Some of Its Friends and Admirers,"
Hints for the Pulpit and Devotional Use of the Old Testament,
and "An Inexpensive Old Testament Library," we have a wel-

terms throughout the postal UNION:
$1.00

PER YEAR.

$0.50 FOR SIX MONTHS.

in the
'

'

come and judicious sketch
ject,

of the available literature

accessible to English readers,

on

this sub-

N. B. Binding Cases for single yearly volumes of

be supplied on order.

will

and we can cordially recom-

Dr. Curtis's advice here to all who wish to pursue farther
the studies suggested by the articles of Professor Cornill now runT. J. McC.
ning in The Open Court.
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recent death of Gustav Freytag, the great

German

novel-

has attracted increased attention to his works, only few of
which, besides The Lost Manusiript, have appeared in English.

Moncure

NO. 406.
D.

Conway

Prof. C. H. Cornill
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THE PREVAILING DESPAIR OF THE REASON.

ist,

Freytag,

who

is

known

to us only as a story-writer,

was equally
capacity he

powerful as a historian and playwright. In the latter
achieved remarkable success. And, strange to say, at least, it
he accomplished his work by dint of a
will appear strange to us,
long-continued and profound study of the origin and principles

—

—

Charles

L.

Wood

A REVIVAL OF BUDDHISM.
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